INTRODUCTION
overhead [1] . Store-and-forward flow control [5] a,associated to several virtual channels. An output channel of Therefore, the dynamic channels are put to serve flexible channels for heavy loading of the traffic. Fig. 3 shows a 2. RELATED WORKS generic router to suffer the HoL blocking problem. A Wormhole flow control [13] was first introduced to packet comes to the input port but channels are not accomplish a fast single-chip implementation of the router available to use. The packet can not advance due to the and reduced the buffer requirement by splitting the packet buffer full in a virtual channel router. In the proposed into flits. The channel assignment is allocated in the dynamic channel flow control, channels in a router are packet-level and the packet transmits in the flit-level. A made more flexible compared to the channel in an input head flit acts as a packet to allocate the physical channel in port. The packet can be dynamically redirected to these advance. Body flits pass directly through the channel in the dynamic channels to prevent HoL blocking problem. Hence, flit-level. The channel is free to use until the tail flit crosses.
the channel utilization rate can be increased by sharing For this reason, a fixed amount of the storages also result in channels for a router. lower latency and greater throughput because some flits of a packet are accepted before an entire packet buffer is 3.1 Hardware Architecture available. However, the HoL blocking problem frequently Fig. 1 shows the HoL problem in the wormhole control relaxes virtual channels from each input port to router. The blue thick dot line represents packets which are share with all of the input ports. However, each input port blocking in a channel. These flits of the packet are blocked in a dynamic channel router can still have dedicated due to the channel is used by the packet. Thus, the new channels for the average bandwidth requirement. A pseudo coming flits, the red thick dot line, cannot deliver to other port, called dynamic port, collects the extra sharable output channel through this channel. channels, called dynamic channels, for the router. These To conquer the HoL problem, there are several works channels unlike virtual channels serve for a dedicated input applying virtual channel flow control in the router design port. When the dedicated channel in an input port is busy for NoC [10] . Virtual channel flow control [4] has been for serving the packet, a dynamic channel is going to act the proposed to solve the problem and to increase the channel channel for that port. These dynamic channels serve as the utilization and the throughput. In these works, virtual virtual channel for an unavailable input channel. packet to use, the send node can direct the packet to a be independently numbered and the maximum channel ID dynamic. The channel allocation mechanism is used by the of each input port would be the same. The channel ID of proposed mechanism to process the injected packets at dynamic channels should number over the number of the input ports of the switch. dedicated channel.
3.2.2 Output Operation The proposed dynamic channel flow control router is However, when a dynamic channel is occupied by a implemented in C++ model and runs on our simulator for packet, the dynamic channel needs to replace a channel of NoC. The detailed router architecture is shown in Fig. 6 .
the input port to advance the packet to next hop. The dynamic channel needs to compete with the generic input Fig. 5 transmission is done. In fact, a router at the corner of the shows the router operations of the proposed dynamic topology can always get a free channel to replace, for channel flow control mechanism. As the input part shown, example mesh topology. Consequently, the channel the send router decides to use a dedicated channel or a utilization rate can increase by replacing these channels. dynamic channel for the packet advancement. When the Second one is to compete the use right. The input port dedicated channel of the input port is allocating to another needs to use the output channel to deliver its packet. In this case, the output channel should be scheduled for both the packet to cross a link and takes another clock cycle to dynamic channel and the dedicated channel in the input port model the internal delay [13] . Each router in the network with a scheduling algorithm. In our implementation, the age has five input and five output ports to interconnect other control mechanism is used for the priority decision. The routers as the 2D mesh topology. The router has a set of 4 older packet can have the highest priority to use the channel flits in a buffer per channel. Setups with different number of to deliver flits. Any arbitration algorithm, however, can be channels are simulated to reveal the performance. used to schedule the channel including the round-robin Fig. 7 shows the average latency of wormhole flow arbitration, the random arbitration, or the priority arbitration control and dynamic channel flow control as a function of [13] . the offered traffic. Wormhole flow control saturates at 4000 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS capacity in the network. Our proposed dynamic channel flow control extends the throughput to 500. Thus, dynamic A cycle-accurate simulator iS implemented to channel flow control improves wormhole flow control 100 measure the performance of on-chip network. The simulator with a dynamic channel to be added. the number of models a 2-dimension 8 x 8 mesh as the network topology, dynamic channels is increased to compare the effect of For comparison, the conventional wormhole flow control channel number, With two dynamic channels, the and the virtual channel flow control are also implemented in throughput raises to 5500. Adding one dynamic channel can the simulator. Each node injects 1000 packets to the further improve one dynamic channel by 500 and improves network in the warm-up phase. The network goes into the wormhole by 1500. Finally, we place 4 dynamic channels stable state, each node generates 10000 packets and injects into the router and the throughput is enhanced around 650%.
to the network for the data analysis. We analyse the metrics Thus, comparing results with different number of channels of each flow control mechanisms such as latency, that each added dynamic channel improves around 500. throughput, etc. The simulator adopts XY routing 56 the Fig. 8 [11] Li-Shiuan Peh, and W. J. System-on-Chips using Communication Architecture
